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ON COUNTABLY, <r-, AND SEQUENTIALLY 
BARRELLED SPACES 

BY 

T. HUSAIN* AND S. M. KHALEELULLA 

The first author [2] calls a Hausdorff locally convex (abbreviated to I.e.) space 
(E, u) countably barrelled if each o(E', ^-bounded subset of E\ which is the count
able union of equicontinuous subsets of E\ is itself equicontinuous. 

De Wilde and Houet [1] call a I.e. space (E9 u) cr-barralled (which is the same as 
co-barrelled of [5]) if each o(E', ^-bounded sequence in E' is equicontinuous. 

Webb [7] calls a I.e. space (E, u) sequentially barrelled if each o(E', ^-conver
gent sequence in E' is equicontinuous. 

Every barrelled space is countably barrelled; every countably barrelled space is 
cr-barrelled; and every cr-barrelled space is sequentially barrelled. Iyahen [3] and 
Morris and Wulbert [6] have given examples of countably barrelled spaces which 
are not barrelled. In this note we give two examples of sequentially barrelled spaces 
which are not cr-barrelled. 

EXAMPLE 1. It is known that the space /°° of all bounded sequences (real or com
plex) is a perfect sequence space and I1 is its Kôthe dual ([4], page 406). Consider 
(f°, r(/°°, I1)), where T(/°°, Z1) is the Mackey topology on /°°. Then, (/°°, r(/°°, I1)) 
is sequentially barrelled ([7], page 354) and we show, that it is not cr-barrelled. 
Suppose it is cr-barrelled. Then, being separable ([7], page 357), it is barrelled 
([1], page 260). But it is known that it is not barrelled ([7], page 357), which is a 
contradiction. 

REMARK. That (/°°, r(/°°, Z1)) is not cr-barrelled also follows from [5], pages 100 
and 102. 

EXAMPLE 2. The space (Z1, T(/X, c0)), where c0 is the space of null sequences, is 
a sequentially barrelled space ([7], page 357). That it is not cr-barrelled follows from 
([5], page 102). 

It is not yet known whether or not every cr-barrelled space is countably barrelled. 
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